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‘YOU CAN’T BUY HAPPINESS BUT YOU CAN BUY A MOTORBIKE AND THAT’S PRETTY CLOSE’

Visit the Bristol Advanced Motorcyclists website
www.bamo.org.uk
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Kippers Komments
Welcome to the winter edition of Chain Link. As we come to the
end of the riding season it will also be the end of my time as
editor which will be resurrected by Tony as the baton is handed
over.
Thanks to everyone who has contributed to the magazine over
the past few years and put up with me chasing for articles. It has
been an enjoyable role but I won’t miss all the sticky labels and
rubber bands snapping!
The summer season saw lots of activity across our region with
trips in the UK, trips abroad, trips to racing venues, the IAM
RoadSmart observer day, motorbike related events in and around Bristol, plus of course our
club ride outs and Super Sundays.
We have captured some of these in this edition but always looking for more features so don’t
forget to keep sending them in.
Coalpit Heath social evenings have had a selection of speakers with more planned incl the
custom ear protection demonstration in November, a Christmas quiz, a Christmas party is also
being arranged – there is no stopping us!
As the riding season ends we move into the Biker breakfasts which are open to all members
and family and friends to come along for some munchies for the social side of the club
.
Ride safe as you ride through winter and darker nights, and I hope you enjoy this latest edition
of Chain Link. Maybe see you at the NEC trying out new bikes…………….like this !
Many Thanks and signing off

Martyn
S.M.A.K
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A great many new faces over the last few Super Sundays
with 2017 looking to be a bumper year.
What comes first the Associate or the Observer? The chicken
& Egg question. We have no idea of how many Associates we
will attract but we need to constantly train up new
Observers.
We had 14 Trainee Observers start their training
at the Oct Super Sunday. Welcome aboard to you
all and thank you for giving up your time and
efforts to take BAM forward.
Thames Vale Advanced Motorcyclists, TVAM, www.tvam.org.uk is the Club from which we
cribbed “SUPER SUNDAY”. In fact, they came down on mass to help us through a dummy run
before we went live. They are, and still are, ahead of the curve. They have 1200 plus
members.
9 of us BAM movers & shakers bods went up to their Super Sunday on 17th Sept to be
inspired, and to pick up new ideas of successful programs that they have introduced. These
followed a comprehensive survey of their membership. There is no point in re-inventing the
wheel!
The significant one I believe was the inclusion of ALL members who are not Observers now
forms part of “The Green Team”. They have a separate team of “Meet & Greet”, basically our
present Green team. The idea is to draw the general membership into greater involvement
and fulfilment in taking the Club forward. The route to Observing is clear and now this will be
the route for everything else.
Geoff Abraham was impressed with a training program for “Group rides leaders” to boost
members confidence & encourage them to take on this vital role providing a consistent
standard.
Tim Wrighton has now incorporated a meeting for Trainee Observers prior to the
commencement of Super Sunday presentations. Another simple and effective invocation.
TVAM organise track days at Castle Combe twice a year. They have a different approach to
other formats (and those who have none) regarding these events. They pre-train their
members. Before a member can apply for a track day they must have successfully completed
two essential elements. An “Advanced Braking techniques day” plus a “Cornering Skills day”.
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Trained up members of the Club then lead a group around the track a couple of times to show
them the racing lines. After that the member then develops their skills in their own time and
pace.
There were more ideas to ponder.
I would like to develop the new “Green team” to encourage more involvement by nonObserver members, who make up the majority of BAM and in turn develop the non-training
side of Super Sunday. By that I mean getting “Tyre people”, “Suspension People”, “Bike
cleaning people”, Bike servicing people etc. Plus slow speed stuff and Group rides etc. None of
this involving Observers. They are required for our CORE function of transferring our riding
skills to help stop folk, who come to us, from being part of that 20%??
I would like some feedback please on these ideas, and other ideas people may have, so please
email me at billy448@gmail.com
Remember no Super Sunday in January
Happy Christmas & New Year
Billy

BAM representation at the visit to Thames Vale Advanced Motorcyclists (TVAM) club on
th
Sunday 17 September 2017. TVAM Chair Andy Slater is 5 from left.
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The first Sunday of every month, except January, a wide variety of bikes and bikers meet up in
Kingswood, all with the same intent – to get the most from their biking.
There are the first timers who come along to go out on an assessed ride. This is free and
carried out by a team of trained volunteer observers. This is a great way to find out if you
could get more from your riding by signing up to complete the IAM RoadSmart Advanced
Rider course. This course will improve your biking skills and the safety of you and other road
users.

Once you have enrolled, you are known as an Associate. Associates are allocated an Observer
to take them through their training, additionally at Super Sundays all Associates will get the
chance to meet the Examiner, attend a class room session on bike techniques or ride with a
different Observer for a cross check of your progress. The last Super Sunday you need to
attend is when you get presented with your IAM RoadSmart Certificate!
But this is just the beginning, Bristol Advanced Motorcyclists is a club with an active calendar
of social events, talks, ride outs and trips away. It is also the route for further training if you’d
like to learn how to pass on your newly acquired skills to others.
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Who?
Whether you want an assessed ride, a refresher ride for current members, or just to meet up
with friends, then;




Arrive between 9-9.15am and register your name first, ready for a 9.30am start
Grab a bacon butty and/or a cup of tea
Get allocated an Observer for your assessed ride and off you go
Previously enrolled Associates to attend the “Meet the Examiner” or the theory
session before you set off on your observed ride.

Where?
King’s Oak Academy. Brook Road, (off Tennis Court Road), Warmley, Bristol BS15 4JT
When?
Every 1st Sunday of the month (except January)
Wonga?
It’s FREE on your first visit to a Super Sunday event. The IAM RoadSmart Advanced Rider
course costs £149. There are offers available for individuals under 30 - sponsored by South
Gloucestershire Road Safety
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Travelling in a car is like watching a movie…..

Riding a motorbike is like starring in it!
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12 November
Ring of Red
Multiple start points. See website
Ride of respect organises two events on Remembrance Sunday. In the South of England, riders
in red ride around the M25, to form a huge ‘poppy’. In the North, the same thing happens on
the M60. If you want to purchase an official Ring of Red shirt to wear on the day you are
advised to order one from the website no later than the beginning of October.
Prices: Voluntary donations
M25: http://www.therideofrespect.co.uk/ring-of-red-m25

19th Nov 2017, 9.30am
17th Dec 2017, 9.30am
Haynes Bikers’ Breakfast Ride-in
Calling all biking enthusiasts! On the third Sunday of each month* we are running a breakfast
ride-in open to all marques. As well as meeting other bikers, participants can chat over a
coffee and a hearty breakfast (from a full English to a bacon roll) in Café 750. The very
popular Museum café will be open from 9.30am. Please do come and join us for a likeminded
get-together.
These events are free to attend and are a real opportunity for vehicle owners to show off their
prized possessions at the front of the prestigious Museum.
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18 - 26 November
Motorcycle Live – NEC Birmingham
The world of motorcycling comes alive!!
The biggie, billed as the UK’s largest motorcycle show by the organiser. As well as an indoor
track area offering ride experiences there are outside ride zones, so it’s easy to find yourself
on a bike. Stunt shows and displays, talks, bike builds, challenges and special exhibitions
means Motorcycle Live always feels more special than the other big shows. All the
manufacturers will be there plus masses of traders. A big day out.
I am looking for you to send me your snaps from your time at the show and also any write ups
you may want to send over to me editor@bam-members.org.uk
www.motorcyclelive.co.uk

26 November
Malvern Classic Car & Bike Show
Wye Halls and outside, Three Counties Showground, Malvern
A car and bike auto jumble located in the newly upgraded Wye Halls at the Three Counties
Showground, Malvern. A fantastic opportunity to source car and bike auto jumbles for
restoration, dispose of unwanted parts and meet up with friends.
This is the 25th auto jumble held by Classic Shows at the Three Counties Showground
Prices: £2.50 - £7
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
www.classicshows.org/event/malvern-drive-in-classic-car-bike-autojumble-2/
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A big BAM welcome to the following new Associates:

Tim Allen
Alan Campbell
Sarah Harding
David Sheen
Paul Vear

Tim Borthwick
Mike Crawford
Rich Ireland
Rich Snelgrove
Phill Whiteman

Mattie Budd
Chilie Davis
Mike Jones
Ian Soilleux
Chris Wills

Gary Butler
Vicky Ellis
Katie Lane
Ben Summerfield

Ben Buttigieg
Owen Faunt
Alex McLellan
Adrain Tiley

BAM Super Sunday 6 August 2017
On the 6th August we saw two passes with an Observer pass and Observer re-qualification.
BAM Super Sunday 3 September 2017
BAM’s Super Sunday’s event seems to be going from strength to strength, with on average 8 new associates signing
up every month. During Septembers Super Sunday presentations we were also delighted to present 10 pass
certificates. Out of the 10 certs presented 2 of them were for a F1RST.
BAM Super Sunday 1 October 2017
The Super Sunday in October saw 11 test pass presentations.

Congratulations to all those in the last three months. You should feel proud to be the Ambassadors for safer riding.
Associates under 30, have an additional bonus of being eligible for a full refund, courteous of South Gloucestershire
Council Road Safety Young Rider’s scheme.
BAM’s Super Sunday event runs on the 1st Sunday of the month, and gives an excellent platform for associates, new
members and gives potential members the chance to "try before you buy" with a free assessment.

For more info visit the BAM website www.bamo.org.uk/
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AUGUST Presentations

ASSOCIATE– RAY ABRAHAMS

ASSOCIATE– JONATHAN BOLTON

OBSERVER – TIM COULSON

OBSERVER – CHRIS ALLEN

LOCAL OBSERVER
JENNY WILLS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

OBSERVER RE-QUALIFICATION
NICK CALVERT
PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

SEPTEMBER Presentations

ASSOCIATE– STEVE GABLER

Blood biker 3 year re-test

ASSOCIATE– PAUL FERRIS

OBSERVER – MIKE TREMBETH

BARRIE GREEN

OBSERVER – DAVE HEPBURN

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

OBSERVER – MEL ROWBOTTOM

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER
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ASSOCIATE– LEIGH MORPETH

ASSOCIATE– DANIEL CRAIG

OBSERVER – ROY DEMERY

OBSERVER – JERRY RICHES

OBSERVER – PETE MICHAEL

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE– BOYD THORPE

ASSOCIATE– MICHAELA KARASOVA

ASSOCIATE– TONY BATTY

OBSERVER – JIM CAOLA

OBSERVER – ROY DEMERY

OBSERVER – MEL ROWBOTTOM

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE– ANA GOMES

ASSOCIATE– EDWARD SHEPHARD

OBSERVER – JENNY WILLS

OBSERVER – JOHN CRAWFORD

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

ASSOCIATE– SYMON OSMAN
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OCTOBER Presentations

ASSOCIATE– CHRIS SCOTT

ASSOCIATE– ADRIAN SCHMIEDER

OBSERVER – TIM COULSON

OBSERVER – MIKE COLLINGWOOD

ASSOCIATE– CARL ANDERSON
OBSERVER – NICK CALVERT

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

LOCAL OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE– SHIRLY FIRTH

ASSOCIATE– ATTIE GRANDE

OBSERVER – MIKE COLLINGWOOD

OBSERVER – PETE MICHAEL

HEIDI LIMBERT

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

LOCAL OBSERVER

LOCAL OBSERVER

HARRY SWANN

CAMERON WILLS

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON
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Handsome crew of re-qualified Observers – Congratulations!!

TVAM Visit
17 September 2017
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It’s good to share
Don’t forget we need your comments, pictures and any videos of away days on the bike,
holidays or other interesting news on twitter or Facebook.

BristolAdvMC
Check out the website www.bamo.org.uk for blogs.
Any blogs for the website simply send them to editor@bam-members.org.uk
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My First Group Ride-Out - Into the Heart of Wales (20th August 2017)
I was at the Super Sunday in August and my ears pricked when I heard about the Ride-out
coming later that month. I had passed my advanced test in March and hadn’t been able to go
out on a group ride as yet and I knew I could be free on this particular day. Simon Whitelock’s
introduction of the ride sounded like a dream as it included forests, lakes, mountains,
reservoirs, bridges and even the odd windmill. If that wasn’t tempting enough, it also
promised some great riding roads including steep, tight hairpins, both uphill and downhill. The
clincher was the promise of a Sunday Roast. What was not to like? I had to make sure my day
was clear.
The day before the ride, I checked my email 3 times to ensure I didn’t go to the wrong
meeting point, or arrive after everyone had set off! ‘Meet at Severn View Services’ it said.
That must be somewhere near Aust Services I thought to myself, only to be told by Google the
name had changed. Excellent and even the weather looked quite promising.
I got up before the rest of the family on the Sunday morning feeling like an excited school boy,
checked the email again and set off smiling like a Cheshire Cat. Not a great start though; I
always under-estimate how long it takes to get all the gear on, get the bike out the garage and
get fuelled up and I ended up riding down the M4 at a speed that might just (ahem) have been
a ‘fail’ if on test!
I arrived as Simon was still introducing the ride and was surprised to see so many riders; 23
altogether, plus 4 pillions. Chris Brooker was at the tail-end and Simon explained the ‘marker
system’ which I had heard about but not yet experienced. There were 2 other ‘first timers’ so
we all felt in good company and were each put with an experienced rider to ensure we
understand how it works in practice. I was paired with Pete Michael so I just had to ensure I
stayed behind him at all times. Shouldn’t be a problem I thought. I signed my life away on the
clip-board as it got passed around and then we were ready to go.
We set off in convoy across the old Severn Bridge and went through Chepstow and headed
north from Tutshill. Traffic was a little congested and I wondered about the speed we would
travel at; motorcycling is fun after all. As we hit the open road the traffic cleared and I quickly
realised that when in a ‘30’ we do 30, ‘40’ is 40, ‘50’ is 50 and when in national speed limit,
well things change! I was a little slow in understanding this interpretation of speed signs and
got separated from Pete but by the time the penny dropped I managed to catch him up just
when it was our turn to do the marking. This is what motorcycling is all about and I was having
real fun.
Our first stop was not for coffee but was a welcome comfort break at Thruxton, not the
famous town with a race track, but a sleepy village in South Wales. Fifteen minutes later we
were on the road again and enjoying ourselves. One of the riders was either thrilled to be a
marker or enjoyed going quickly (I think I know which), as he passed me on several occasions,
working his way to the front each time. His over-take manoeuvres were safe and well
executed and I later learned he was living up to his reputation!
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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We then headed off along Golden Valley towards Hay-on-Wye, enjoying more twisty roads
that were almost entirely traffic free. A little further we made our lunch stop at the Old
Railway Garden Centre at Three Cocks and this was perfect for feeding a large group of hungry
bikers that didn’t want to sit around for too long. We had the choice of the café or the
restaurant and after filling our bellies we headed off but could see the grey clouds looming.
Two or three riders had to return to Bristol at that point but the rest of us carried on to do a
52 mile loop which included more amazing roads and fuel stop at Kington and we ended up at
the Honey Café at Bronllys, just 2½ miles from the lunch stop! It was the first time I have been
there but it was very biker friendly and they were quick to serve coffees and cakes before we
headed off again to find more mountains and sheep.
I had been mentally ticking everything off the list as we were going around and hadn’t been
disappointed. I was familiar with some of the roads that we took, but not in the order that we
took them. It was proving a great ride and was certainly living up to its promises. We had
taken an unlikely turning onto the B4567 just before Builth Wells and this took us into ‘proper’
Welsh scenery where we rode over a cattle grid and saw the sheep for the first time.
We headed further south, back into the Brecon’s and as the rain came we had to really
concentrate on the roads and the conditions . We stopped at a lay-by on a dual carriageway in
the rain to re-group, before winding our way back towards Abergavenny and taking a right
turn at the Steel Horse Café. This took us onto more familiar roads through Usk and onto
Chepstow again.
It was raining quite hard by this time so we stopped at the lay-by just south of Chepstow,
before re-joining the M4 to come home. Despite the rain during the latter part of the ride, it
was clear that everyone had really enjoyed the day. Simon had done a great job leading us
and I’m not aware of any problems that Chris had at the tail end. For me this was a very
memorable ride and on the way back I recalled that on Super Sundays we are reminded that
we are a club; it doesn’t have to stop once we’ve got our advanced motorcycling certificate.
I’ve been on one ride-out since this one and look forward to the next.

Thanks to Geoff Sztypuljak for his first BAM ‘Ride Out, Write Up’

BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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This annual event run by MAG is always good fun and an
opportunity for meeting lots of new people to make them aware
of IAM RoadSmart and how our club are involved in providing the
advanced rider course.

It’s an early start to setup our stand and then with the
help of lots of volunteers throughout the day we were
able to chat to many fellow riders and their families.
We had our best year yet of people interested in
finding out more from BAM and also our neighbouring
groups for those who had travelled from further
afield.
We also made sure we could have a good look around
and see lots of the bikes on display that were filling up
all the spare space along the roads around Corn
street. .

A great day out, thanks to MAG for organising and to our volunteers throughout the day. Plus
a big hello and welcome to everyone who has since signed up with BAM after meeting us at
the show.
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B A M C A L E N D E R 2 0 1 7/18
N O V E M B E R 2017

D E C E M B E R 2017

5
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

5
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

8
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker – Custom Ear Protection

8
FRI

BAM Christmas Party
Limpley Stoke Hotel

18
SAT

BIKER BREAKFAST WITH JERRY RICHES
AV8 Café Starting from Cross Hands
Further details by email to Members

10
SUN

BIKER BREAKFAST WITH JOHN TERRY
THE FARMERS TABLE, TORTWORTH
Further details by email to Members

13
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Christmas Quiz

J A N U A R Y 2018

F E B R U A R Y 2018

7
SUN

NO SUPER SUNDAY

4
SUN

1 SUPER SUNDAY-2018
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

10
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
(Speaker TBC)

14
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath

TBC

BIKER BREAKFAST
Details to be confirmed

15
MON

DEADLINE FOR CHAIN LINK ARTICLES

BAM CLUB NIGHTS
Coalpit Heath Village Hall
214 Badminton Road Bristol BS36 2QB
Arrive from 7.30pm

st

SUPER SUNDAYS
Kings Oak Academy
Brook Road, Kingswood Bristol BS15 4JT
Arrive between 9-9.15am

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BAM FORUM AND EMAILS
WILL BE SENT TO CLUB MEMBERS – IDEAS FOR SPEAKERS ALWAYS REQUIRED
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Coalpit Heath Evening Sept 13th 2017
Mastering your ride
Tonight our guest speakers were Robbie Downing and Shaun Cronin from IAM RoadSmart.
They started the evening with a reminder on the vision to be the best for post test training,
targeting the 34+ million road users in the UK, and an update on Apps, Modules and road
miles which are all initiatives coming our way soon.
The main content for the evening was to tell us all about the Masters Qualification, what it is,
how it works, what it costs.
What is it?
Open to all IAM members, the IAM RoadSmart Masters programme provides true one to one
mentoring support and guidance that will help you to attain the highest standard of civilian
riding ability in the country.
It will build on your skills as an existing advanced road user, the Masters programme will help
to enhance and develop your ability even further in the following areas:






Applying cornering principles
Assessing, planning and executing safe overtaking manoeuvres
Recognising opportunities to make safe progress (within the speed limits)
Improving observation, anticipation and awareness consistent with vehicle speed
Applying sound judgement of speed and distance

How does it work?
A three hour test that consists of:








90 mins of riding on unfamiliar routes to challenge you
Slow riding ability to be evidenced if not demonstrated during the ride
Knowledge checks at the end of the ride in the debriefing session
You need to be familiar with Roadcraft, Highway code, Full control, Know your traffic
signs
The ride must be safe and legal and of course you should enjoy the ride
You need to demonstrate the AOPDA of Roadcraft (observe, anticipate, plan, decide,
action)
Plus a bit of sparkle ie the polish and finesse of a master.
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You will get a written report to say if successful or not at the end.
If successful it can be a Pass (score of 39 or less) or a Distinction (score of 34 or less with no
3’s)
What does it cost?
£129 If you just want to go for it
£249 If you want some preparation help first with an IAM RoadSmart mentor appointed to
you.
£129 If you want to use an in group mentor to get some guidance and then go for it
All options will receive
A personal masters logbook
A latest copy of motorcycle Roadcraft
An introductory ride
If you choose the Mentor option
A dedicated mentor
Typically up to 6 sessions of 10-12 hours of mentoring (top up sessions are also available)
An invitation to participate in group training and development sessions
Upon passing, you will also be invited onto the Masters section of the IAM RoadSmart
website.
The Masters qualification is valid for 5 years after which you will be invited to re-test.
Currently this is £129.
You can do a masters taster session – just keep an eye out for bulletins on these
If you are interested, contact IAM RoadSmart on 0300 303 1134 and book your course
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MEL AND MARTYN AT THE SILVERSTONE MOTO GP AND THE WORLD’S
LARGEST ALL FEMALE GP TRACK PARADE

As we both hit a milestone birthday this year, we treated ourselves to the Moto GP weekend
at Silverstone, been on our ‘to do list’ for years so this was it. Booked well in advance it was
going to be fun....and then word soon spread of an event taking place on the Saturday to set a
world record attempt for the largest all female GP track parade. woo hoo. As we were
already there a quick bike registration to say yes please and we were in. (We, being Mel and
Kessi of course as Martyn didn’t qualify despite valiant efforts contemplating dressing up)
A bonus was we could park inside the track area not in the main car park, so after dropping
Martyn off I carried on over the bridge and entered the Silverstone complex with a big smile
as all the banners, show stands, novelty rides, the big silver wing and the track itself came into
view.

Parked up amongst other ladies who had arrived and then set off to find Martyn again to
watch the day’s events.
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At 3pm all the ladies regrouped and the excitement building up before we were set on our
way round the small outer circuit roads to the Silver Wing building pit stop. All along the way
people were already cheering and clapping and we haven’t even started yet.

Caught up with some other BAM and familiar faces before the briefing session – poor man had
to keep over 250 ladies under control !!

Then we were lined up, stickers
attached to the bikes and before we
knew it we were exiting the back of
the Silver wing onto the main pit
lane and who couldn’t resist a bit of
revving woo hoo.
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Tick tock tick tock the countdown began as we lined up patiently behind the three safety cars
that would lead us around the track for a couple of laps and

then we were off ..... waving and cheering
continued as we wound our way round the
circuit getting a good view from trackside
and big grins all round of what it feels like
to be on a track.... even if we were only
going slow compared to the professionals.

This is me leading the next batch of riders round the track with the safety car just out of sight.
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Then before we knew it we were pulling back into the pit lane with big grins and feeling like
this........

So we are official, it was in the Moto GP brochure and we became the world's largest all
female Moto GP track parade...... although Australia are already trying to mount a challenge!
My tyre also managed to pick up a few mementos
from the bobbles of rubber on the track 

Not to be out done on the day,
Martyn found a new toy to play with as
well.....

BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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This riding season Fowlers motorcycles put a new event into the biking calendar by hosting a
series of Bristol Bike nights at their premises on the last Friday of June, July and August
The first one was a test to see if it would be well received so had a few stands selling
accessories and food and a club stand, but lots of bikes in the car park, so seemed it was going
to work.

nd

For the 2 event in July, we were invited to attend along with other bike clubs to promote
what we do and encourage riders to sign up. So armed with some promotional leaflets, some
banners and a handful of willing volunteers we turned up to the car park and setup.
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However it was a little bit windy and wet with a couple of
gazebos looking a bit worse for wear at the end of the
evening, but we came away smiling having signed up at least
10 new names interested in finding out more about our
advanced rider course.
Plus our volunteers had managed to find some bargains in the
Fowlers store from their promotional discounts all evening.
rd

The 3 and final night was put back into the first week of Sept
to avoid the August bank holiday weekend, it was another
successful night and look forward to being involved in next
year’s events.

Thanks to all the volunteers who turned up at both events to help spread the word about
what we do.

The road safety team have been kindly
sponsoring our new under 30s members
during the past couple of years by
refunding the IAM RoadSmart Advanced
Rider course fee upon a successful pass
of the IAM RoadSmart test.
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Snappy Snaps
Events in the last period sent in by our readers
The Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride 2017
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6800 bikes attended HTB17

Hoggin’ The Bridge Caldicot Castle 2017

Thank you to Robert
Anson for both sets of
photos. If anyone wishes
to see more photos of
these events email
editor@bam-members.org.uk

Look familiar?
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Sunday morning ride to Hungerford 10th September 2017
We all duly assembled in the car-park of Yate Sports Centre at 8.30 for the 9.00 start under
gloomy and damp skies. Cheerful banter from the 17 hardy souls lifted spirits ahead of the
ride. After the usual explanation of drop-off techniques and a brief description of the route we
set off using quiet winding lanes through Tormarton, Burton, Grittleton and Hullavington
before joining the A429 and on to Malmesbury. Our route then took us on the B4042 through
The Somerfords, Dauntsey, over the M4 onto quaintly named Sodom Lane (where the hell was
Tim taking us!), through Grittenham and into Wootton Bassett. Crossing the A3102 we
followed Marlborough Lane and through Broad Town towards the North Wessex Downs and
the ascent of Hackpen Hill with its’ superb views (albeit somewhat challenged by a stiff crosswind). There followed a swift descent into Marlborough with what seemed like every child
under the age of 9 playing or practising rugby on both sides of the road on numerous rugby
pitches.
We breezed along lovely curvaceous roads through Axford, Chilton Foliat and past the sign
directing the unaware to the strangely named “Crooked Soley”, not sure what goes on there!
Soon we reached our coffee stop, parking up in a handy car-park just off the High Street. I
meant to ask Tim if he had forgotten to book a mini-bus to save us old codgers the 100 yard
walk down the High Street to the quaintly named “Tutti Pole” cafe, in our full bike kit
resplendent with hi-viz et al. But we all got there in one piece.
Suitably refreshed with bacon and sausage butties, poached eggs on toast and coffee and
after I fell into a trap cleverly laid by Pete Michael (conning me into doing this write-up) we
were ready for the off.
Many thanks to the staff who kept admirable control over a large influx of strangely dressed
clients who no doubt stood out amongst the rest in their Sunday best!
We left and retraced our route back towards the outskirts of Swindon and the only real traffic
jam at the major road-works.
I was the drop-off marker there at the lights on the major roundabout and struggled to keep
an eye on Tim’s route through all the traffic but we all made it, despite several nice ladies in a
car flashing me repeatedly to let me back into the traffic flow before tail-end charlie
appeared.
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Our route then took us back via Purton, Minety and Brinkworth where we had great views.
We entered Tetbury up the steep Silver Street where I once saw a relay race with runners
going up and down the hill carrying heavy wool-sacks. We were soon onto the A46 and back
to The Cross Hands
Hotel for a quick chat before going our own ways just as the rain seemed to be coming in for
the afternoon.
Congratulations to Tim for a well-planned and interesting route (certainly for me) and to the
Pete and Shirley for patiently making sure we all were gathered up.
P.S. to Carolyn. After mentioning that I hadn’t seen your brake light at any corner or bend for
quite a few miles during our coffee break (being in the correct gear at all times I was told) my
brake light packed up on the outskirts of Bath! Should have kept my mouth shut.

Thanks to Mike Fear for his ‘Ride Out, Write Up’.

www.iam-bristol.org.uk/
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The aim is to form a circle of bikers dressed in red riding CLOCKWISE around the M25, all the
bikers making up the biggest Poppy in the World.
The rides are intended to present a physical show of support for our Armed Forces, both
current and previous.
Not every biker goes to a remembrance service on this day, but I do know that they Respect
our armed service men and women. This is just another way of showing it.
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Coalpit Heath – Test your Knowledge
ANSWERS
Here are the answers to the highway code quiz in the last edition – how many did you get
right? 

No articulated vehicles

Priority to oncoming vehicles

No ‘U’ turns

Motorcycles to stay in lane
(and wait at tolls)
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General Questions: (answers highlighted below)
1. When can you use a hand-held mobile phone while driving?
Never
At any time
Only to call 999 or 112 in an emergency in which it is unsafe to stop
When you have a full and unrestricted driver's license
2.

You have arrived at the scene of an accident and someone is hurt. What is the first
thing you should do?
Remove the injured person from his or her car.
Make sure the scene is safe and call for help.
Offer the injured person food or drink.
Do all of the above.

3. You need to give first aid. What does the 'R' in the acronym DRABC stand for?
Resuscitate
Revive
Recover
Response
4.

You are approaching a bend, but you are travelling too fast. When should you
brake?
During the bend
After the bend
Before the bend
Not at all

5.

You see a large white triangle painted on the road before a junction. What does this
mean?
You must stop and give way at the junction.
You can drive straight through the junction.
You have priority at the junction.
You must give way to traffic on the main road at the junction

6.

You arrive at a pelican crossing with a central island. Should you treat this as one
crossing or two?
It depends on how much of a hurry you are in.
Treat it as two crossings.
Treat it as one crossing.
The choice is regulated by signs on the central island
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Some useful contacts
POSTION

EMAIL ADDRESS

NAME

TELEPHONE

Chair

chair@bam-members.org.uk

Billy Burns

0117 957 2653

Sue Nolan

0117 952 5170

Mel Rowbottom

07918 603191

Alan Davis

01275 372 637

Tim Wrighton

0771 434 5634

John Crawford

0117 960 8247

Mike Trembeth

07867 672056

Secretary
Treasurer
Group Membership
Chief Observer
Leader Observer Team B
Leader Observer Team C

secretary@bammembers.org.uk
treasurer@bammembers.org.uk
membership@bammembers.org.uk
chiefobserver@bammembers.org.uk
b-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
c-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk

Group Rides Co-ordinator

rides@bam-members.org.uk

Geoff Abraham

07870 702088

Chain Link Editor

editor@bam-members.org.uk

Tony Batty

07824 847767

Events Co-ordinator

Events@bam-members.org.uk

VOLUNTEER REQD

In addition to the above team there are others who assist in the running of BAM. We
are totally reliant on volunteers and we are always looking for more!

With Christmas only 7 weeks
away don’t forget that special
gift and order the new range
of IAM RoadSmart clothing at
Super Sundays or the Coalpit
Heath meetings
Speak to Mel or through
contact above.
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Kessi Kapers
Hola – well I have just returned from a fab holiday in Spain where we
managed to explore lots of lovely roads around the Picos mountains,
some we even had to do several times to make sure they were really
that good wheeeee !!!
I also managed to get to the Moto GP at Silverstone back in August as a
special treat, plus an added bonus of being part of a world record
attempt for the most female riders on a Moto GP circuit – well who
could resist the chance to ride the circuit for a few laps, squeak !
Arriving in the car park it looked like lots of melted people as riders had just climbed out of
their leathers and left them in heaps by their bikes so they could walk around comfortably as
it was a boiling hot day, I pinched a hat to keep cool after testing out Rossi’s little run around
bike.

Taking photos of riders whizzing by proved a
more technical challenge, I have lots of pictures
of the track and a few less of riders on their
bikes squeak as they rode faster than the
shutter speed on my camera !
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I did manage to get myself on the starting grid for a photo though – look out no:35 here I
come......

Met some interesting people who didn’t mind me posing with them for a bit of fun.

But who could have guessed at the start of the day
st
nd
we would have predicted the 1 and 2 place
winners....
A great weekend which hope to repeat in the future.

Kessi
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th

On the weekend of Sept 10/11 we were spoilt for motorbike related events with a two day
free event being held at Yeovilton air museum sponsored by Somerset road safety and was
nd
being supported by the local Somerset and Dorset IAM groups, plus the 2 Bike Fresh event
being sponsored by the local Tri Force being held at Haynes motor museum providing a full
day of motorcycle skills and networking run by women for women. Our own BAM member
Rachel Mahy and her Tri force colleague Leanne Godwin were our hosts. The event proved
very successful last year and taking on board feedback and linking in with the Somerset
Motofest team for the Saturday extra activities were available.
Several BAM ladies were helping with the organisation and activities so Heidi, Jenny, Clare,
Mel set off for the early morning ride from Bristol towards Yeovil only to find the main A37
road closed so a detour around Fosse way was required, still managing to get to Haynes on
time. Quickly set up and ready to welcome the new arrivals, the room filled quickly.

A large variety of bikes and experience came
along on the day

Introductions over and they were off on their activities which included:Biker first aid, figure of 8, counter steering, slow riding, bike maintenance, picking up a
dropped bike, manoeuvring a bike, pillion riding principles, group riding, presentation on IAM
RoadSmart and the system principles.
As you can see lots of things to get some experience with and ask questions and learn on the
day.
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Bike maintenance session, plus the display van showing what happens when things go wrong
to encourage people to always keep learning and keep their skills fresh.

CPR practise after the demo by Grace one of the local paramedics

Preparing for the group rideout to
Somerset Motofest, however I can’t show
the video here of the actual demo by
Rachel on staggered riding in a group which
made us all giggle.
Formation riding on ghost bikes brrm brrm
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The theme of the day was to make sure people went away having learnt something new,
gained confidence, would seek out further post-test training, or for the Learner riders present
to pass their test and continue their learning.

Thanks to Rachel & Leanne for another great event and to our sponsors
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Be the best that you can be
Become an Advanced rider

Visit the Bristol Advanced Motorcyclists website
www.bamo.org.uk
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